Signature Verification
Once ballots have been scanned into the state voter registration system as received, they are ready
to be processed by the Signature Verification judges. Signature verification is the process of
comparing the signature on the back of the voter’s ballot return envelope with that voter’s signatures
which are scanned into the state voter registration system database.
Each time that a voter completes a voter registration form, the signature used is captured and
scanned into the voter’s record. Each time that a voter signs a ballot envelope, that signature is
captured and scanned into the voter’s record. These are the signatures that are compared against
the signature on the current ballot return envelope. This process ensures that only the eligible elector
can cast a ballot in an election.
Each signature verification judge is required to take signature verification training prior to being a
signature verification judge. Every voter writes differently and no voter signs his/her name exactly the
same way twice. This training assists the judges in determining whether or not the signatures are
consistent with each other.
The judges analyze both broad characteristics and local characteristics of the two signatures. Does
the voter sign using cursive or does the voter use printing? Is the signature slanted forward or
backward or is it straight up and down? The speed of writing is analyzed – was is smooth and
harmonious or slow and deliberate? The overall size, proportion, and spacing of the letters and letter
combinations are examined. Spelling and punctuation are analyzed. In addition, the judges can look
at individual characteristics of letters, letter combinations, and the signature. How does the voter dot
his “I” or cross his “T”? What is the frequency of pen lifts? What do the beginning and ending strokes
look like?

Scott Hicks (Democrat) and Sandra Strickland (Republican) verify ballot signatures

The signature on the ballot envelope is compared against the voter’s most recent signature in the
state voter registration system by both a Republican citizen election judge and a Democratic citizen
election judge. Each judge makes his/her assessment of the signature independently using the
signature verification guide and corresponding training.

Any signatures deemed discrepant by the individual judges are marked on their individual reports.
The bipartisan team of judges then reviews the reports for the differences between the judges. The
team can then re-review and re-assess those particular signatures. Additional signatures for the
voter will be examined.

Bill Heffron (Democrat), Judith Dickson (Republican), Barbara Heffron (Democrat) and Gary McGraw (Republican)
resolve signature verification issues

If the bipartisan team of judges decide that the signatures match, the voter’s ballot is accepted and
the state voter registration system is updated to indicate such.
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If the bipartisan team of judges deems that the signatures do not match, additional signatures from
the voter’s record may be accessed for additional comparison. If the bipartisan team of judges still
feels that the signatures do not match, the ballot is rejected for signature discrepancy and a letter is
generated to the voter.

The related ballot is removed from the batch and placed in a separate container for signature
discrepant ballots. All ballot envelopes are returned to a secure ballot box or storage container until
the next process.

A voter who receives this letter and who did sign his/her ballot must complete and return the
Signature Affidavit Form and return a copy of an approved form of identification. If the voter does this
by the deadline, the ballot will be accepted and moved on in the process. If the voter does not do this
by the deadline, the ballot will be rejected and a copy of the ballot envelope will be provided to the
District Attorney for investigation. A log of all signature discrepancy is kept. The log includes the
reason the signature was found discrepant and how many signatures were reviewed for that voter.

